ABSTRACT Differential evolution (DE), as a powerful and efficient evolutionary algorithm (EA), has shown its advantages in solving the complex optimization problems. In the literature, the utilization of neighborhood information has been attracting wide attention in the DE community due to its effectiveness in enhancing the search ability of DE. However, we have observed that no general framework is presented to provide a comprehensive way of studying the neighborhood-based DE variants. Therefore, this paper suggests a threelayer mechanism neighborhood-assisted (TLNA) DE framework to facilitate the utilization of neighborhood information. In TLNA, the mechanisms of using neighborhood information are generalized into a three-layer cooperative structure, i.e., the interaction mechanism (IM) layer, the organization mechanism (OM) layer, and utilization mechanism (UM) layer. Thus, TLNA is built to provide a synergistic effect of different layers of mechanisms for systematically utilizing neighborhood information. As a general framework, TLNA can be realized with different implementations of the three-layer mechanism. Furthermore, to demonstrate the practicality of the proposed framework, a TLNA instantiation (iTLNA) is given in detail. The performance of iTLNA is extensively evaluated on a suite of benchmark functions. The experimental results have confirmed the competitiveness of iTLNA to other DE variants and EAs, which shows that the proposed TLNA framework can pave an effective way to improve the performance of DE with neighborhood information.
I. INTRODUCTION
Differential evolution (DE), developed by Stron and Price, is well known for its efficient and robust performance in solving global numerical optimization problems [1] . In various fields of scientific and engineering, DE has been widely and successfully applied to the complex realworld problems [2] , [3] . As an evolutionary algorithm (EA), DE starts with a population of vectors and enters a simple evolutionary loop through three operators, i.e., mutation, crossover and selection. Among these three operators, the mutation operator attracts the most attention due to its significant influence on the performance of DE. Thus, over
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Hisao Ishibuchi. the last few decades, a large number of the DE variants have been proposed to improve the search ability of the mutation operator. In these DE variants, the neighborhood concept has been broadly used in various ways. Researches on incorporating neighborhood information into DE have shown that using neighborhood information in the mutation operator can enable DE to solve the complex optimization problems efficiently. Therefore, in recently years, the researches on utilizing neighborhood information to further enhance the performance of DE has attracted an increasing attention in the DE community.
In the literature, many techniques based on neighborhood information are developed for the mutation operator of DE. These techniques always focus on different issues of using neighborhood information, which are roughly divided into three categories in this study. For the first category, the techniques pay attention to the role of neighborhood information in guiding the mutation process. Among these techniques, most of them are proposed to select vectors as parents involved in the mutation operator [4] - [6] , while some of them are proposed to further combine the direction information with the difference vector [7] - [9] . For the second category, the techniques concentrate on the neighborhood structure that affects the neighbors to interact with. Among these techniques, some use the existing population topologies to define the static neighborhood [10] - [12] , while others employ the fitness or/and position information to define the dynamic neighborhood [6] , [13] , [14] . For the third category, the techniques focus on the population model used to extract the relationship between vectors. Among these techniques, some uses the coarse-grained topology [15] - [17] , some employ the fine-grained topology [18] - [20] , and others combine different types of topologies together [7] , [8] , [21] . Note the division of these techniques in this study is not strictly exclusive. The detailed reviews of these techniques will be given in Section II-B.
From the above analysis, these techniques enhance the DE mutation operator with neighborhood information from different aspects. However, these aspects are usually considered separately in different techniques. It will lead to the insufficient utilization of neighborhood information in a comprehensive way. Further, a number of neighborhood-based DE variants have been proposed in the literature, and thus understanding the essential philosophy of these neighborhood-based DE variants from a systematic standpoint is beneficial to design a more effective DE variant with neighborhood information. Unfortunately, the research on the general framework of the neighborhood-based DE variant is stilling lacking. Therefore, how to construct a general framework for utilizing neighborhood information comprehensively in DE is an important and challenging research topic.
In this study, a three-layer mechanism-based neighborhood-assisted (TLNA) DE framework is proposed to systematically construct a cooperative framework for utilizing neighborhood information in DE. In TLNA, the mechanisms of using neighborhood information are generalized into a three-layer cooperative structure. Specifically, the three-layer mechanism contains the interaction mechanism (IM ), organization mechanism (OM ) and utilization mechanism (UM ). In IM , the search roles of different vectors are distinguished, which is used to determine the way in exchanging information among the vectors. In OM , the neighborhood relationship between vectors is constructed based on the population model, which is used to control the flow of population information during the process of evolution. In UM , the neighbors are selected as parents involved in the mutation operator, which is used to determine the role of the neighborhood information in guiding the mutation process. With this threelayer mechanism, TLNA is built to provide a synergistic effect of different layers of mechanisms in a cooperative framework.
To the best of our knowledge, TLNA is an innovative attempt in the field of DE to develop a general framework for the neighborhood-based DE variants.
As a general framework, TLNA can be used to develop a novel and efficient neighborhood-based DE algorithm by implementing the three-layer mechanism in different ways. To demonstrate the practicality of the proposed framework, an TLNA instantiation (iTLNA) is given in detail subsequently. For the implementation of IM , iTLNA adopts the dynamic neighborhood mode to exchange the information and employs a fitness-dependent strategy to define the search role of each vector. For the implementation of OM , single index-based topology is used in iTLNA to define the neighborhood relationships among vectors. For the implementation of UM , a random selection strategy and a partition-based strategy are proposed to select the base vector and construct difference vector(s), respectively. Further, based on the defined search role of each vector, an adaptive neighborhood selection strategy (ANSS) is designed to adaptively assign different neighborhood sizes to distinct vectors. Extensive experiments are carried out to evaluate the performance of iTLNA on a suite of benchmark functions from the congress on Evolutionary Computation (CEC) 2014 special sessions on realparameter optimization [22] . By comparing with other stateof-the-art DE variants and well-known EAs, the highly competitive performance of iTLNA is demonstrated.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the basics of DE and the related works on the utilization of neighborhood information in DE. Section III presents the proposed TLNA framework in detail, as well as an TLNA instantiation (iTLNA). In Section IV, the experimental results and analysis are shown. Finally, the conclusions and the possible future work are given in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS A. BASICS OF DE
For an optimization problem (e.g., Minimizef (X ) in a D-dimensional space), DE starts with a population of NP vectors with D-dimension, and each vector is denoted as
, where i = 1, 2, . . . , NP, and G is the number of current generation. For each vector X i,G , the jth variable can be initialized as follows:
where rndreal(0, 1) represents a uniformly distributed random number in the range of [0, 1], and L j and U j are the lower and upper bounds of the jth variable, respectively. After initialization, DE enters a loop of evolutionary process that includes three operators: mutation, crossover and selection.
1) MUTATION
DE uses a mutation strategy to generate a mutant vector V i,G for each target vector X i,G of population. The following mutation strategies are frequently and widely used in the literature:
• DE/rand/1
• DE/rand/2
• DE/best/1
• DE/best/2
• DE/current-to-best/1
• DE/rand-to-best/1
In the above equations, the indices r1, r2, r3, r4 and r5 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NP} \ {i} are mutually different and randomly selected indices. X best,G is the best vector of the current population in the Gth generation. The mutation factor F is a positive control parameter for scaling the difference vector. More details of the strategies can be found in [1] and [2] .
2) CROSSOVER
To enhance the diversity of the population, the crossover operator is applied to each pair of X i,G and V i,G to generate a trial vector U i,G . Binomial crossover, which is generally more robust and frequently used in the literature [23] , is employed in this study. The process of binomial crossover is carried out as follows:
where Cr ∈ [0, 1] is the crossover rate and j rand ∈ [1, D] is a randomly selected integer. If u j i,G is outside the boundary, it will be reinitialized using Equation (1).
3) SELECTION
To decide whether X i,G or U i,G enter into the next generation, DE uses a one-to-one greedy selection operator, which is performed as follows: By considering the above issues, the works related to the DE variants with neighborhood information will be briefly reviewed from the following three aspects in this paper. The taxonomy of neighborhood information used in the mutation operator of DE is illustrated in Figure 1 . Note that this taxonomy is not strictly exclusive but is used to get a comprehensive understanding of the DE mutation operator enhanced with neighborhood information from different aspects. Further, Table 1 provides a list of these existing DE variants by classifying them based on the way of using neighborhood information.
1) ROLE OF NEIGHBORHOOD INFORMATION
The roles of neighborhood information in most existing DE variants can be roughly divided into two categories: selecting neighbors as parents and constructing direction vector(s).
For the first category, the neighborhood information is extracted to define the relationships between individuals. Based on the neighborhood relationships, the parents for mutation are selected from the neighbors of the target vector. There are principally five kinds of methods to select the parents based on the extracted neighborhood information: proximity-based [4] , [14] , [24] , index-based [7] , [19] , [25] , fitness-based [5] , [6] , [26] , archive-based [27] , [28] and hybrid-based [9] , [13] , [29] , [30] . In these methods, the neighborhood information is used to select neighbors of target vector as the parents to guide the mutation process.
For the second category, the neighborhood information is incorporated into the mutation operator by constructing the direction vector as difference vector. Based on the direction vector that provides an approximate gradient information, the mutation process can be guided to the promising areas or away from the undesired regions. In [31] , the best and worst near-neighbors of each vector are employed to construct three types of direction vectors (i.e., attraction, repulsion, and convergence), and each direction vector, as a difference vector, is linearly combined with the mutation strategy with different characteristics. In [32] , the population is partitioned into the superior and inferior groups based on their fitness values, and the difference vector is constructed by randomly selecting two vectors from the superior and inferior groups, respectively. Similar to that, in [7] - [9] , according to the neighborhood relationship defined by the specific population topology, the neighbors of the target vector are divided into the superior and inferior sets, and two neighbors are randomly selected from the respective sets to construct a difference vector by directing from the worse vector to the better vector.
2) TYPE OF NEIGHBORHOOD STRUCTURE
According to that whether or not the neighborhood of each vector changes along with the iterations, the neighborhood structures used in the DE variants can be distinguished into two types: static neighborhood structure (SNS) and dynamic neighborhood structure (DNS).
In SNS, the neighborhood of each vector is fixed during the process of evolution, and each vector can only communicate with the neighbors with the same indexes in the population. The original DE algorithms fit into this category, due to that the panmictic population is used in these algorithms and each vector always interacts with all the other vectors [1] . Besides, by introducing the decentralized population, various DE variants are proposed by using the neighborhood relationship defined by the employed population topology, such as, DE with cellular topology [10] , [18] , DE with distributed topology [11] , [11] , and DE with ring topology [12] , [19] . In these variants, each vector is only allowed to interact with its neighbors with the same indexes during the process of evolution.
In DNS, the neighborhood of each vector is dynamically changed according to its quantity and location along with the process of evolution. In [4] , [13] , [14] , the position information is used to define the neighborhood in a probabilistic way, VOLUME 7, 2019 and the neighbors of each vector will be changed according to the Euclidean distances between each pair of vectors in the search space. Similar to that, the neighborhood information defined by the fitness value or fitness-position value also falls into this type, such as rank-based DE [5] , social learning DE [6] and multi-objective nondominant sorting-based DE [13] . In addition, several DE variants employ multiple population topologies simultaneously, and different topologies are dynamically selected for each vector to construct the neighborhood, such as adaptive population topology-based DE [21] , neighborhood guided DE [9] , and multi-topologybased DE [8] . In these variants, the neighborhood structure is dynamically changed based on the assigned topology for each vector at different stages of evolution.
3) EMPLOYMENT OF NEIGHBORHOOD TOPOLOGY
As the previous studies show, the population topology has a great impact on the performance of DE [25] , [37] . In the literature, the decentralized population topologies employed in DE can be divided into two kinds of categories, coarsegrained and fine-grained, based on how the topology influences the flow of information in the current population.
In the DE variants based on the coarse-grained topology, the whole population is divided into some smaller sub-populations, and each sub-population evolves independently with a certain frequency of information exchange. In [25] , a heterogeneous distributed DE (dDE) is proposed with two islands, and the vector in each island generates the mutant vector with the independent mutation operator. In [15] , dDE is enhanced with an asynchronous adaptive multi-population model to exploit the diversity of population by guiding the selection of the sub-population to be migrated. In [33] , the position information of each sub-population is used to construct a new space-driven topology in dDE, and the migration is performed based on the constructed topology. In [17] , an adaptive mergence-and-split operator is proposed for dDE to dynamically allocate the computational resources among different sub-populations when solving the large-scale optimization problems. Besides, several related works on dDE, e.g., [11] , [16] , [34] , [35] , are also proposed for different scenes of optimization.
In the DE variants based on the fine-grained topology, the whole population is partitioned into many small subpopulations, and each vector is only allowed to communicate with its surrounding neighbors defined by the topology. In the literature, the cellular topology is widely used in various DE variants. In [18] , a cellular DE (cDE) variant is proposed to investigate the search behavior of DE in the local spatial structure with the cellular topology. In [36] , the cellular automat is combined with DE to present a cellular-based DE (CellularDE) for dynamic optimization problems. In [25] , the hierarchy concept is introduced into cDE to arrange the population based on their fitness values, and thus a hierarchical cDE is proposed to enhance the exploitation ability of algorithm. In [10] , the cellular topology is used to define the neighborhood of each vector, and a neighborhood-based directional mutation is proposed by utilizing the neighborhood information from the cellular topology. In addition, the DE variants with the ring topology (e.g., DE with global and local neighborhoods [19] , bare-bones DE [20] , neighborhood-guided DE [9] ) and the DE variants with small-world topology (e.g., small-world DE [25] , multitopology-based DE [8] ) are proposed by employing the finegrained topology to improve the performance of DE.
Apart from using single topology, multiple topologies are simultaneously employed in DE to take the advantages of both fine-grained and coarse-grained topologies during the evolutionary process. In [21] , five topologies are used together in DE, and the random selection method is adopted to select a topology for different generations according to the improvement made by the best vector. In [7] , multiple topologies are used to define multiple neighborhood relationships for each vector, and the topology is adaptively assigned to each vector based on the historical successful and failure experiences. Following the similar idea, multiple topologies are also employed in [8] to achieve the synergy of different topologies for DE. Differing from [7] , the search roles of different vectors are considered in [8] to select the suitable topologies for different vectors with an individual-dependent adaptive topology selection operator.
III. TLNA A. MOTIVATIONS
As the reviews presented in Section II-B, the performance of DE can have benefited greatly from using neighborhood information in the mutation operator. From the above related works, the methods of utilizing neighborhood information in the DE mutation operator are summarized into three aspects based on the issue which it deals with. For the first aspect, the existing methods can be divided into two categories in terms of the role of neighborhood information in guiding the mutation process. In these methods, the valuable information of problem can used through the extracted neighborhood relationships in an explicit way. From this perspective, the methods in this aspect focus on the utilization mechanism of neighborhood information. For the second aspect, the previous methods are classified into two types based on the used neighborhood structure at different stages of evolution. In these methods, the exchange of neighborhood information during the evolutionary process relies on the neighborhood structure. In this sense, the methods in this aspect concentrate on the interaction mechanism of neighborhood information among vectors. For the third aspect, the existing methods are partitioned into two kinds according to the population model that is employed to control the scattering of population information. In these methods, the flow of neighborhood information is affected by the arrangement of all the vectors in the topological structure. From this point, these methods in this aspect center on the organization mechanism of neighborhood information. In general, these three aspects of the DE variants consider different issues in using neighborhood information to influence the performance of DE.
However, the research related to the cooperation among these mechanisms in different aspects is stilling lacking. Therefore, the special design is required to provide the synergistic effect among them to systematically construct a cooperative framework for utilizing neighborhood information of DE comprehensively.
Based on this consideration, this study proposes a threelayer mechanism based neighborhood-assisted (TLNA) DE framework. In the following subsections, the general framework of TLNA is firstly shown in Section III-B. Then, an instantiation of TLNA (iTLNA) is presented to show the implementation of the proposed framework in Section III-C. Finally, the discussions on iTLNA are given in Section III-D. Figure 2 illustrates the general framework of TLNA by incorporating three-layer mechanism (i.e., interaction, organization, and utilization mechanisms) into the DE algorithm. As highlighted in Figure 2 , differing from the original DE algorithm (the left subgraph of Figure 2 ), TLNA combines three-layer mechanism of neighborhood information in a cooperative structure (the right subgraph of Figure 2 ), which acts on the mutation operator of DE. In this study, the proposed TLNA framework is formalized as:
B. GENERAL FRAMEWORK
where POP G is the population at generation G, MO, XO, and SO are the mutation operator, crossover operator and selection operator of the DE algorithm, respectively. IM , OM , and UM mean the interaction mechanism, organization mechanism, and utilization mechanism in the three-layer mechanism, respectively. NCO is an operator for extracting the neighborhood information with both IM and OM . In addition, TC is the termination criterion of algorithm. Due to that XO and SO in TLNA are the same as the original DE algorithm, only the three-layer mechanism (i.e., IM , OM , and UM ), as well as NCO and MO, will be described detailedly in the following subsections.
1) INTERACTION MECHANISM (IM)
The IM is used to define the way in exchanging information among the vectors during the evolutionary process. Based on the above analysis, the main components needed to define a special IM include: the type of interaction mode α G I (e.g., static or dynamic), the information β G I used to define the search role of each vector during the interactive process (e.g., position, fitness, or position-and-fitness), and the strategy s G I used to define the search role of each vector (e.g., rankbased, proximity-based, or probability-based). Thus, the IM is formalized as follows:
For a special IM in TLNA, the type of interaction mode is determined firstly. Then, the information for evaluating the search role of each vector for interaction will be chosen. After that, a strategy is used to distinguish the search roles of different vectors based on the used information. Through Formula (11), the search roles of different vectors will be defined with the selected interaction mode.
2) ORGANIZATION MECHANISM (OM)
The OM is used to control the flow of population information with the neighborhood relationship. The factors to specify a OM are: the number of population structure γ G used to define neighborhood relationship (i.g., single or multiple), the information β G O used to define neighborhood relationship (i.g., index, position, fitness, or position-and-fitness), and the strategy s G O used to defined the neighborhood relationship (i.g., fine-grained, or coarse-grained). Thus, the formalization of OM can be represented as follows:
For a special OM in TLNA, the number of the used population topologies is confirmed firstly. Then, the information VOLUME 7, 2019 used for constructing neighborhood topology is chosen. After that, the neighborhood relationship will be depicted.
3) NEIGHBORHOOD CONSTRUCTION OPERATOR (NCO)
The NCO is used to construct the neighborhood (Neig G i ) of X i,G by performing IM and OM on the current population, which is represented as follows:
where s G N is a strategy for assigning the neighborhood size to each vector based on its the search role defined in IM .
In NCO, the neighborhood size of each vector is independently assigned based on s G N . After that, with the defined neighborhood relationship in OM , the neighbors of each vector will be determined from POP G .
4) UTILIZATION MECHANISM (UM)
The UM is used to determine the way by incorporating the neighborhood information into the mutation operator. The factors to specify a UM include: the information β G U used to select neighbors as parents (e.g., position, fitness, or position-and-fitness), the strategy s G Ub used to select the base vector with the neighbors (e.g., random-based, or probability-based), and the strategy s G Ud used to construct the difference vector(s) with the neighbors (e.g., randombased, or partition-based). With these factors, the expression of UM is represented as follows:
For a special UM in TLNA, the information used to select neighbors for mutation will be chosen firstly. Then, the strategies for selecting neighbor as the base vector and constructing the difference vector(s) with the neighbors are designed, respectively.
5) MUTATION OPERATOR (MO)
According to the general framework in Figure 2 , the MO for TLNA with the above three-layer mechanism (IM , OM , UM ) and the neighborhood information obtained by NCO can be represented as follows:
where MC G is the collection of all the mutant vec-
. , NP, and s G
MO is the used mutation strategy currently, at generation G. For each target vector, the mutant vector can be generated by applying s G MO and UM to its neighbors.
6) OVERALL PROCESS FOR NEW POPULATION
By combining the above three-layer mechanism and MO, the overall process for generating new population in TLNA can be represented as follows: where s G XO is the used crossover strategy (e.g., Equation (7)), and s G SO is the employed selection strategy (e.g., Equation (9)), at generation G.
According to Equation (16) , the crossover operator (XO) is applied to each pair of the target vector in POP G and the corresponding mutant vector in MC G to generate a trial vector with s G XO . Then, the selection operator (SO) is performed between the target vector of POP G and the corresponding trial vector to select the better vector with s G SO . Finally, the new population (POP G+1 ) is generated for the next generation. It is clear that the difference between TLNA and the original DE is the generation of MC G based on the proposed threelayer mechanism.
7) COMPLETE PROCEDURE OF TLNA
To describe the proposed framework more clearly, the complete procedure of TLNA is presented in Algorithm 1, where the differences with respect to the original DE algorithm are highlighted with '' * ''. At the beginning of TLNA, the interaction mechanism is specified in lines 2 -4. In these steps, the way for exchanging information among vectors is determined and the search role of each vector is defined. Then, the organization mechanism is specified by defining the neighborhood relationship for the population during the evolutionary process in lines 5 -7. After that, lines 8 -9 construct the neighborhood for each vector individually based on the defined neighborhood relationship. In lines 10 -12, the utilization mechanism is specified to determine the strategies for selecting neighbors as parents. With the above specified mechanisms, the mutation operator is performed to generate the mutant vector with the selected neighbors in line 13, followed by the crossover operator in line 14 and the selection operator in line 15.
From Algorithm 1, the three-layer mechanism is incorporated into the mutation operator of DE with the extracted neighborhood information. In this way, the cooperative framework for utilizing neighborhood information is built to provide a synergistic effect of different layers of mechanisms in guiding the search process of DE.
C. INSTANTIATION OF TLNA (iTLNA)
As a general framework, TLNA can be realized with different implementations of the three-layer mechanism. In this paper, we present three instantiations of TLNA (iTLNA) with different types of population topology (i.e., ring, cellular or smallworld) to show the practicality of the proposed framework. The implementations of the main components in iTLNA are described as follows. Additionally, the pseudo-code of iTLNA is shown in Algorithm 2.
1) IMPLEMENTATION OF IM
In iTLNA, three components of IM are to be specified, i.e., α G I , β G I , and s G I .
• α G I : Based on the studies in the DE variants with neighborhood information [9] , the dynamic structure can effectively reflect the relationships among the vectors at different stages of evolution, which leads to a better performance. Thus, the dynamic neighborhood structure is chosen as α G I in iTLNA. That is, the neighborhood of each individual in iTLNA is changing along with the β G I and s G I .
• β G I : As discussed in [8] , [38] , the vectors with different fitness values can play different roles for search. Thus, the fitness value of each vector is used as β G I in this instantiation to define the search role.
• (18) and Fig. 3 for the cellular topology, Eq. (18) and Eq. (20) for the small-world topology, and construct the neighborhood for each vector based on the used population topology and the neighborhood size; /**NCO**/ 5: Use the random selection strategy to select the neighbors as the base vector, and use the partition-based selection strategy to select the neighbors to construct difference vector(s); /**UM **/ 6: Generate a mutant vector for each individual with the selected neighbors using Eq. (2); /**MO**/ 7: Generate a trial vector for each pair of the target and mutant vectors using Eq. (8); 8: Select the better vector between the target and trial vectors to enter the next generation using Eq. (9); 9: Detect whether or not the termination criterion is satisfied. If yes, the algorithm is terminated and the final results are output. Otherwise, set G = G + 1, and go to
Step 2 for the next generation.
to its fitness value, as follows:
where j is the index of X i in the sort population with ascending order (i.e., from the best to the worst). In this way, the better vector will have a smaller ranking value and the worse vector will have a larger ranking value to indicate their search roles in the population.
2) IMPLEMENTATION OF OM
In OM , three factors are to be specified:
Due to the simplicity of single population structure, we employ the single population structure in iTLNA.
• β G O : For the index-based neighborhood, the effectiveness has been verified in the previous studies [7] , [19] , [25] . In addition, the neighborhood relationship can be defined by the index-based neighborhood more flexibly when compared with the distance-based neighborhood. Thus, the index information is used as
Based on the effectiveness of different topologies on the complex functions, three topologies based on the index information are used respectively to define the neighborhood relationship, i.e., ring, cellular, and smallworld topologies. The details of these topologies can VOLUME 7, 2019 be found in [25] , [39] , [40] . Note that due to that γ G O is set to single population structure, only single population topology (ring, cellular, or small-world) is employed in OM .
3) IMPLEMENTATION OF NCO
In NCO, the neighborhood for each vector is constructed based on IM and OM . There is a main component in NCO, i.e., s G N , which is specified as follow. To match with the search roles of different vectors defined in IM , the better vectors will be assigned a smaller neighborhood for exploitation, while the worse vectors will be assigned a larger neighborhood for exploration. Further, α G I in IM is set as dynamic this instantiation. That is, the neighborhood of each vector is dynamically changed during the evolutionary process. Based on these considerations, an adaptive neighborhood selection strategy (ANSS) is designed as s G N . In ANSS, the neighborhood size (N G i ) for X G i is calculated as follows: (1,k) otherwise (18) where p i = rank i /NP, k is the cardinality of the set of neighborhood sizes, rand(1, k) is a randomly selected integer from the range [1, k] , and SNS i is the ith value in the set of neighborhood sizes (SNS), i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
SNS k if
Due to that different topologies with different characteristics, the values in SNS are set depending on the used topology. Specifically, the values in SNS in different topologies are set as follows:
• For the ring topology, k is set to NP, and the ith value in SNS is calculated as
where MaxN and MinN mean the maximal and minimal value of neighborhood size for the ring topology, respectively, and i = 1, 2, . . . , NP.
• For the cellular topology with compact shape, k is set to 4, and four frequently used values are selected to indicate the number of the surrounding neighbors for each vector. Specifically, SNS 1 = 5, SNS 2 = 9, SNS 3 = 13, and SNS 4 = 25. The cellular topology with these four neighborhood sizes are shown in Figure 3 .
• For the small-world topology, k is set to NP, and the ith value in SNS is calculated as where MaxN and MinN mean the maximal and minimal value of neighborhood size for small-world topology, respectively, and i = 1, 2, . . . , NP. With ANSS, NCO can construct the neighborhood Neig G i for X G i based on its assigned neighborhood size (N G i ) and the employed topology (ring, cellular, or small-world). That is, for X G i , Neig G i will contain the N G i vectors in POP G that is connected to it with the employed topology. To be clear, iTLNA with these three topologies are denoted as iTLNA r , iTLNA c , and iTLNA sw , respectively.
4) IMPLEMENTATION OF UM
The fitness value of each vector is used as β G U to select the parents.
• s G Ub : A random selection strategy (RSS) is used for randomly selecting the base vector from the neighborhood. In the case of that the best vector is involved in the mutation operator (e.g., DE/best/1), the best neighbor of target vector will be used to replace it.
• s G Ud : A partition-based selection strategy (PSS) is used for constructing the difference vector(s) with the neighbors of target vector. Specifically, all the neighbors are divided into two groups, i.e., superior and inferior groups, based on the fitness value of the selected base vector. The neighbors that are better than the base vector will be put into the superior group, while the neighbors that are worse than the base will be put into the inferior group. With this two groups, the starting point of difference vector is randomly selected from the inferior group, while the terminal point of difference group is randomly selected from the superior group. In the case of that the base vector is the best or worse vector of population, the partition operator is not executed, and two neighbors are randomly selected to construct difference vector.
D. DISCUSSION 1) COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT NEIGHBORHOOD-BASED DE FRAMEWORKS
As shown in Section III-B, TLNA is proposed to present a cooperative framework for utilizing neighborhood information in DE. In addition, based on the analysis of the mechanisms of using neighborhood information, TLNA also provides a systematic view for the neighborhood-based DE variants. To show the differences among these DE variants under the general framework, iTLNA is compared with other neighborhood-based DE variants in regard to the three-layer mechanism. Several representative neighborhood-based DE variants are used for comparison, i.e., DE with proximitybased mutation operators (ProDE) [4] , multi-objective nondominant-based DE (MSDE) [13] , DE with local and global neighborhood-based mutations (DEGL) [19] , cellular direction information-based DE (DE-CDI) [10] , DE with adaptive population topology (APTDE) [21] and neighborhood-guided DE (NaDE) [9] . Based on the general framework of TLNA, the implementations of the main components in different DE variants are summarized in Table 2 .
According to Table 2 , the significant differences between iTLNA and other neighborhood-based DE algorithms are shown as follows:
• In ProDE [4] and MSDE [13] , the neighborhood of each vector is constructed in an implicit way. Specifically, the strength of neighborhood relationship is defined based on the proximity between the target vector and other vectors in ProDE, and the nondominated sorting on the position and fitness values in MSDE. That is, the neighborhood is constructed dynamically in a probabilistic way during the process of evolution. However, with the proximity-based neighborhood information, the strategy for selecting parent has a bias to the vectors with the better fitness values in ProDE. Although using both position and fitness values, MSDE also tends to select the vectors with better fitness as the parents due to that more and more vectors lie in the same front with the iterations. It will lead to the problem of premature convergence. In contrast, iTLNA uses the fitness information of all the vectors and the index-based population topology to construct the neighborhood for different vectors. Specifically, the neighborhood of each vector depends on its role in search and thus different vectors will have different sizes of neighborhood, which is beneficial for exploration. Further, the strategy for constructing difference vector(s) in iTLNA introduces the direction concept to guide the mutation process, which can promote the exploitation ability. Thus, compared with ProDE and MSDE, iTLNA can achieve a better tradeoff between exploration and exploitation.
• In DEGL [19] and DE-CDI [10] , the neighborhood of each vector is defined by using the existing population topology (i.e., ring or cellular topology). That is, each vector can only interact with the neighbors with the fixed indexes during the iteration. In this way, the flow of population information can be controlled by the used topology, which is good for escaping from trapping in local optima. However, the differences in the search roles among different vectors are not considered in constructing the neighborhood based on the topology, which will lead to being slow at exploiting the neighborhood. iTLNA, although using single topology as DEGL and DE-CDI, introduces ANSS to adaptively assign the neighborhood sizes for different vectors depending on their search roles. In this way, each vector will be equipped with the suitable neighborhood to effectively play its role in searching the space. In addition, compared with DEGL, iTLNA uses PSS as s G Ud to extract direction information from the neighbors for guiding the mutation process.
• In APTDE [21] and NaDE [9] , multiple topologies are employed together to construct the neighborhood for each vector. Five different topologies are used in APTDE, while four different topologies are employed in NaDE. Although only using single topology, TLNA has several characteristics when compared with these two variants. First, each topology has its own parameter(s) to control the neighborhood relationship, and the influence of different parameters on the performance of APTDE and NaDE is still an issue to be solved. On the contrary, iTLNA only uses single topology with fewer parameter(s) to be set. The problem in setting the parameter(s) can be further alleviated by using ANSS. Second, APTDE selects the topology for current population in a random way based on the improvements of the best vector, while NaDE selects the topology for each vector using adaptive operator selection mechanism based on a historical successful and failure experience of population. Thus, the construction of neighborhood in APTDE and NaDE is carried out based on the information at the population-level. Inversely, iTLNA uses ANSS to adaptively assign the neighborhood size to each vector based on its search role, which is executed based on the information at the individual-level. VOLUME 7, 2019 2) CHARACTERISTICS OF iTLNA
As discussed above, the neighborhood-based DE variants differ distinctly from each other in the implementations of threelayer mechanism under the TLNA framework. By comparing with other neighborhood-based DE variants, the characteristics of iTLNA can be summarized as follows:
• With single index-based topology, iTLNA dynamically assigns different neighborhood sizes for different vectors. In this way, the flow of population information based on the static topology can effectively combine with the dynamic change of neighborhood to guide the search process, which is beneficial to achieve a better tradeoff between exploration and exploitation in iTLNA.
• An adaptive neighborhood selection strategy (ANSS) is proposed in iTLNA to adaptively select the neighborhood size for each vector based on its search role. With the assigned neighborhood size, each vector can construct its neighborhood based on the employed topology. Further, with the aid of ANSS, the problem in setting the control parameter(s) of the topology can be alleviated through the independent-individual neighborhood size.
• Based on the proposed TLNA framework, the threelayer mechanism is implemented detailedly in iTLNA.
On the one hand, iTLNA provides the insights on how to extract the neighborhood information from the population topology to further improve the search ability of DE.
On the other hand, the implementation of iTLNA shows a demonstration of how to design a neighborhood-based DE algorithm under the TLNA framework.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, the performance of the proposed TLNA insanitation (iTLNA) is evaluated on a suite of the benchmark functions from the CEC2014 special sessions on realparameter optimization [22] . These functions span a diverse set of problem characteristics, such as multi-modal, illconditioned, asymmetrical, and rotated. 
4)
Section IV-E evaluates the effectiveness of ANSS through the comparison between iTLNA and its variant with single neighborhood size.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In the experiment, the parameters for all the DE algorithms considered are set in Table 3 , unless a change is mentioned. Further, to evaluate the significance of differences among the competitors, the non-parametric statistical tests are carried out by the KEEL software [41] . The results of singleproblem analysis by the Wilcoxon test [42] , [43] at α = 0.05 are listed in the tables as ''+'', ''='', and ''−'', which means that iTLNA wins, ties and loses, respectively, on the corresponding number of functions when compared with its competitor. Then, the multiple-problem analysis by the Wilcoxon test [43] is used to identify differences between a pair of algorithms on all the functions. In the multiple-problem analysis, the R+ value and the R− value mean the sum of ranks that iTLNA performs significantly better than and worse than its competitor, respectively. In addition, the Friedman test [43] is also employed to obtain the average ranking values of the compared algorithms for all the functions. For clarity and concision, only the statistics results that summarizes the performance comparisons are given in this paper, and the detailed numerical values (solution errors) of the simulations can be obtained from the first author.
B. EFFECT ON THE DE ALGORITHMS
To evaluate the effect of iTLNA on the DE algorithms, five original DE mutation strategies and five advanced DE mutation strategies are incorporated into the three iTLNA variants (iTLNA r , iTLNA c , and iTLNA sw ) respectively. The comparisons between the iTLNA variants and the corresponding DE algorithms are made.
1) WHEN COMPARED WITH THE ORIGINAL DE ALGORITHMS
Here, five original DE mutation strategies, i.e., DE/rand/1, DE/rand/2, DE/best/1, DE/current-to-best/1, and DE/randto-best/1, are used for comparison. The statistical results for the test functions at 30D and 50D are summarized in Tables 4 -6 .
From the results in Table 4 , iTLNA r obtains the significantly better results than most original DE algorithms on the test functions both at 30D and 50D. Specifically, for the functions at 30D, iTLNA r significantly outperforms the corresponding DE/rand/1, DE/rand/2, DE/best/1, DE/currentto-best/1 and DE/rand-to-best/1 on 16, 20, 29, 24, and 25 functions, respectively. For the functions at 50D, iTLNA r is significantly better than the corresponding DE algorithms on 9, 24, 28, 25, and 26 functions, respectively. In addition, based on the multiple-problem analysis by the Wilcoxon test, iTLNA r obtains the higher R+ values than R− values in all the cases, and the p values are less than 0.05 and 0.1 in most cases (except DE/rand/1 at 50D), which indicates that iTLNA r can achieve the significantly improvements for the corresponding original DE algorithms overall.
From the results in Table 5 , iTLNA c is significantly better than most original DE algorithms. Concretely, iTLNA c significantly outperforms the corresponding DE algorithms on 16, 24, 27, 25, and 24 functions at 30D, respectively, and on 13, 26, 27, 25, and 25 functions at 50D, respectively. Further, the statistical tests show that iTLNA c obtains the higher R+ values than R− values in all the cases and the p values are less than 0.05 in nine out ten cases. The effectiveness of iTLNA c is clearly demonstrated by these results. From the results in Table 6 , iTLNA sw also consistently outperforms the corresponding DE algorithms on the functions both at 30D and 50D. In addition, the significant differences between iTLNA sw and the corresponding DE algorithms can be observed in most cases according to the multiple problem statistical analysis.
To show the effect of iTLNA on different types of test functions, the detailed results of single-problem analysis are summarized in Tables 7 -9 . With respect to the features of these functions, some interesting observations can be obtained by a close inspection of these results. First, for the unimodal functions, all the iTLNA instantiations can significantly improve the performance of the original DE algorithms in the cases of DE/rand/2, DE/best/1, DE/current-to-best/1, and DE/randto-best/1. Second, for the hybrid functions and composition functions, all the iTLNA variants are significantly better than the original DE algorithms on all the functions in the cases of DE/best/1, DE/current-to-best/1, and DE/rand-to-best/1. Third, for the simple multimodal functions, the iTLNA variants with the exploitative strategies also obtain the better results than those with the explorative strategies.
In general, the above results clearly show that iTLNA is able to enhance the search ability of most original DE algorithms for different types of functions. Further, the effectiveness of iTLNA on the exploitative strategies (i.e., DE/best/1, DE/current-to-best/1 and DE/rand-to-best/1) is more pronounced than the explorative strategies (e.g., DE/rand/1 and DE/rand/2).
2) WHEN COMPARED WITH THE ADVANCED DE VARIANTS
In this comparison, iTLNA is applied to five advanced DE variants, CoDE [44] , JADE [45] , MDEpBX [46] , SaDE [47] , and SHADE [48] . All the parameters of these DE variants are set as their original papers except NP in CoDE and SaDE. To compare the algorithms with the same number of neighbors, NP in CoDE and SaDE is set to 100, as other DE variants. The statistics summarizing the performance comparisons for the functions at 30D and 50D are shown in Tables 10-12 .
From Table 10 , iTLNA r can obtain the better results than most advanced DE variants. For the functions at 30D, iTLNA r significantly outperforms the corresponding CoDE, JADE, MDEpBX, SaDE and SHADE on 9, 4, 16, 8, and 8 functions, respectively. For the functions at 50D, iTLNA r is significantly better than the corresponding DE variants on 8, 9, 21, 12 and 12 functions, respectively. Based on the multiple-problem analysis by the Wilcoxon test, iTLNA r obtains the higher R+ values than the R− values in nine out of ten cases. Further, the value of p is less than 0.05 and 0.1 in two and three cases, respectively, for the functions at 30D. For the functions at 50D, all the p values are less than 0.05. According to these results, iTLNA r performs significantly better than most of the corresponding DE variants on the test functions overall.
From Table 11 , iTLNA c significantly outperforms most of the corresponding DE variants on the functions both at 30D and 50D. In the cases of CoDE, MDEpBX, SaDE and SHADE, iTLNA c is significantly better on 19, 12, 8 and 6 functions at 30D, respectively, and on 20, 18, 8 and 10 functions at 50D, respectively. Further, iTLNA c obtains the higher R+ values than the R− values in all these cases. According to the p value, the significant differences between iTLNA c and the corresponding DE variants are observed in the cases of CoDE and MDEpBX for the functions at 30D and in all the cases for the functions at 50D. In the case of JADE, iTLNA c can obtain the higher R+ values than the R− values, and the significant differences between iTLNA c -JADE and JADE can be observed for the functions at 50D when α = 0.1.
From Table 12 , iTLNA sw can achieve the significant and consistent results when compared with the corresponding DE variants on the functions both at 30D and 50D. In addition, based on the multiple-problem analysis by the Wilcoxon test, iTLNA sw can obtain the higher R+ values than the R− values in all the cases. The p values are less than both 0.05 and 0.1 in three cases on the functions at 30D and four cases on the functions at 50D.
In summary, the results of Tables 10 -12 indicate that iTLNA is effective to further enhance the performance of most advanced DE variants when it is incorporated with the ring, cellular, or small-world topology.
3) OVERALL COMPARISONS
To compare the different iTLNA versions on the test functions overall, the Friedman test, conducted by the KEEL tool [41] , is used to obtain the average ranking value of each iTLNA version for all the functions. The results are shown in Tables 13 -15 .
From Table 13 , it is interesting to find that the iTLNA variants with different DE mutation strategies can obtain significantly different ranking values. Overall, iTLNA r -SHADE gets the first rank, followed by iTLNA c -SHADE and iTLNA sw -SHADE. The iTLNA versions with JADE obtain the fourth, fifth, and sixth ranks, respectively. The similar results for iTLNA with SHADE and JADE are also observed from Table 14 for the functions at 50D. Furthermore, the average ranking values of all the iTLNA versions are shown in Table 15 . As shown in Table 15 , iTLNA c obtains the first rank for the functions both at 30D and 50D. iTLNA r and iTLNA sw obtain the second and third ranks, respectively, for the functions at 30D. For the functions at 50D, iTLNA sw obtains the second rank, followed by iTLNA r . However, there are no significant differences among them.
To sum up, on the one hand, the results in Table 13 -15 demonstrate that iTLNA with the ring, cell and small-world topology can obtain the similar and promising results when equipped with the same DE mutation strategy. On the other hand, iTLNA c obtains the best overall performance among the three iTLNA variants for the functions both at 30D and 50D. In addition, among all the iTLNA versions, iTLNA r -SHADE achieves the best results overall for the functions both at 30D and 50D.
C. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART EAs
To further evaluate the performance of iTLNA, the best iTLNA variants are selected to compare with several state-of-the-art EAs in the CEC2014 competition [22] .
Based on the results in Section IV-B, iTLNA c -SHADE, iTLNA r -SHADE, iTLNA sw -SHADE, and iTLNA r -JADE are selected for comparison. In addition, based on the results in the CEC2014 competition [22] , four powerful EAs are selected due to their different features and promising results. They are SHADE with linear population size reduction (L-SHADE) [49] , mean-variance mapping optimization (MVMO) [50] , memetic DE based on fitness Euclidean-distance ratio (FERDE) [51] and non-uniform real-coded genetic algorithms (NRGA) [52] . The results on the functions at 30D and 50D are summarized in Tables 16 and 17, respectively. For the functions at 30D in Table 16 , L-SHADE and iTLNA c -SHADE get the first and second ranks, respectively. iTLNA r -SHADE, iTLNA sw -SHADE and iTLNA r -JADE obtain the third, fourth, and fifth ranks, respectively, followed by MVMO, FERDE and NRGA. For the functions at 50D in Table 17 , L-SHADE and iTLNA r -SHADE also get the first and second ranks, respectively, followed by MVMO, iTLNA sw -SHADE, and iTLNA c -SHADE. These results show the promising performance of the iTLNA variants when compared with other state-of-the-art EAs.
Although all the iTLNA variants are outperformed by L-SHADE, it is not surprising that L-SHADE can obtain the best results among the competitors for comparison. As the winner of the CEC2014 competition, L-SHADE uses a new version of SHADE and a linear population size reduction technique to further improve the performance of SHADE [49] . Note that one of the main contributions of this study is to present an instantiation of neighborhoodbased DE algorithm under the TLNA framework to show the practicality of the proposed framework and is not to propose the best algorithm to outperform all the state-of-theart EAs. In this sense, it would be interesting to study the benefits brought by incorporating iTLNA into L-SHADE. Since iTLNA r -SHADE obtains the best results in all the iTLNA variants, we combine iTLNA r and L-SHADE to present a new iTLNA variant, which is named iTLNA r -LSHADE. The comparisons between iTLNA r -LSHADE and L-SHADE are made on the test function at 30D and 50D, and the results are shown in Tables 18 -19. From Table 18 , iTLNA r -LSHADE significantly outperforms L-SHADE on 12 functions and is outperformed on 7 functions at 30D, while iTLNA r -LSHADE is significantly better than L-SHADE on 10 functions and is worse than it on 9 functions at 50D. In addition, based on the multiple-problem analysis in Table 19 , iTLNA r -LSHADE obtains the higher R+ values than R− values on the functions both at 30D and 50D. These results indicate that the performance of L-SHADE can also be improved by combining with iTLNA. Moreover, the effectiveness of iTLNA has been demonstrated in further enhancing the performance of advanced DE variants with sophisticated modifications.
D. COMPARISON WITH OTHER NEIGHBORHOOD-BASED DE FRAMEWORKS
In this subsection, the comparisons between iTLNA c and two recently DE frameworks with multiple neighborhood topologies, i.e., neighborhood guided DE (NaDE) [9] and multi-topology-based DE (MTDE) [8] , are carried out. Here, three representative DE mutation strategies, i.e., DE/rand/1, DE/best/1, and SHADE are used for comparison. The results of statistical analysis between iTLNA c and NaDE(MTDE) are summarized in Tables 20 and 21 .
As shown in Table 20 , iTLNA c obtains significantly better results than NaDE in the cases of DE/rand/1 and DE/best/1. Specifically, iTLNA c is significantly better than NaDE on 16 and 26 functions at 30D in the cases of DE/rand/1 and DE/best/1, respectively. For the functions at 50D, iTLNA c significantly outperforms NaDE on 9 and 26 functions in the cases of DE/rand/1 and DE/best/1, respectively. In addition, based on the multiple-problem analysis by the Wilcoxon test, iTLNA c obtains the higher R+ than the R− values on these two cases for the functions both at 30D and 50D. The p values in Table 19 also indicate that the significant differences between iTLNA c and NaDE are observed in these two cases. In the case of SHADE, although there is no significant difference between them, iTLNA c obtains the higher R+ than the R− values.
For the comparison between iTLNA c and MTDE, the results in Table 21 show that iTLNA c can obtain the better results in most cases. For the functions at 30D, iTLNA c obtains the higher R+ than the R− values in the cases of DE/rand/1 and SHADE, while MTDE gets the higher On the whole, these results in Tables 20 -21 show that iTLNA c outperforms the corresponding NaDE variant overall and obtains the competitive performance when compared with MTDE. Further, the advantages of ANSS in iTLNA c are confirmed when compared with the success and failure memories-based AOS used in NaDE and the individualindependent adaptive selection strategy employed in MTDE.
E. BENEFIT OF ANSS
In iTLNA, the neighborhood size for different vector is adaptively assigned depending on its search role. However, a question naturally arises: how does the performance of iTLNA compare to its variant with single neighborhood size for all the vectors? To address this issue and verify whether there would be any benefits of using ANSS in iTLNA, the comparisons between iTLNA and its variant with single neighborhood size are made. Note that the only difference between them is the way of assigning neighborhood size for each vector. Concretely, in the iTLNA variant with single neighborhood size, only a single value is used as the neighborhood size for all the vectors during the process of evolution. Based on previous studies [8] , several recommended values for setting the neighborhood size are adopted in this comparison. For the ring topology, neighborhood size (NS) is set to 10, 20, 30, and 40, respectively. For the cellular topology, NS is set to 5, 9, 13, and 25, respectively. For the small-world topology, NS is set to 6, 10, 20, and 30, respectively. Here, SaDE is employed as the basic algorithm. The SaDE variant with ring, cellular and small-world topology are denoted as SaDE-ring/NS, SaDE-cell/NS, and DaDE-sw/NS, respectively. The results on the test functions are shown in Tables 22 -24 .
From Table 22 , iTLNA r -SaDE can obtain the better results than most of the corresponding SaDE variants. In the cases of NS = 20, 30, and 40, iTLNA r -SaDE obtains the higher R+ than the R− values for the functions both at 30D and 50D. Further, the significant differences can be observed in three cases (i.e., iTLNA r -SaDE vs. SaDE-ring/20 at 30D, iTLNA rSaDE vs. SaDE-ring/30 at 50D, and iTLNA r -SaDE vs. SaDE-ring/40 at 50D). In the case of NS = 10, SaDEring/10 can obtain the similar results with iTLNA r .
From Table 23 , iTLNA c -SaDE achieves the higher R+ than the R− values in all the cases for the functions both at 30D and 50D. According to the p value, iTLNA c is significantly better than SaDE-cell/5 and SaDE-cell/9 overall for the functions both at 30D and 50D.
From Table 24 , iTLNA sw -SaDE obtains the better results than the SaDE-sw variant overall. Concretely, iTLNA sw -SaDE obtains the higher R+ than the R− values in all the cases for the functions both at 30D and 50D. In addition, in the cases of NS = 20 and 30, the significant differences between them can be observed for the functions both at 30D and 50D.
In general, these results demonstrate the effectiveness of ANSS in iTLNA when compared with the iTLNA variant with single neighborhood size.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Due to that using neighborhood information has greatly effects on the performance of DE, many neighborhood-based DE variants have been proposed in the literature. However, in most DE variants, the mechanisms of using neighborhood information are developed in an independent manner. Furthermore, no general framework is presented to provide a comprehensive way for studying these neighborhood-based DE variants. Therefore, integrating different mechanisms into a cooperative framework will provide a comprehensive way of viewing the neighborhood-based DE variants, which may be helpful for designing a more effective DE variant with neighborhood information. Driven by this motivation, a three-layer mechanism neighborhood-assisted (TLNA) DE framework is proposed in this study. In TLNA, the mechanisms of using neighborhood information are generalized into a three-layer cooperative structure, i.e., interaction, organization, and utilization mechanisms. With the three-layer mechanism, TLNA can systematically construct a cooperative framework for fully utilizing neighborhood information in the mutation operator of DE. As a general framework, TLNA can be realized with different implementations of the threelayer mechanism. As a case study, an TLNA instantiation (iTLNA) is presented in detail, to show how to design an effective neighborhood-based DE variant under the proposed framework. The extensive experiments are carried out on the CEC 2014 benchmark functions to evaluate the effectiveness of iTLNA. Experimental results have confirmed the competitiveness of iTLNA.
As a continuation of this study, first, the proposed TLNA framework with the three-layer mechanism will be enhanced and perfected by focusing on more design issues of DE in utilizing neighborhood information. Second, more comparisons of the neighborhood-based DE variants will be made to gain a deeper understanding on the way of using neighborhood information in DE. Finally, more instantiations of TLNA will be studied to further demonstrate the practicality of the proposed framework for other optimization problems, such as multi-objective optimization problems, multi-modal optimization problems, and real-world optimization problems. 
